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WEATHER FORECAST
now of.

KENTUCKY—Fair and cooler tonight. Saturday fair,
warmer in afternoon._
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Preliminary plans for the "biggest" Fife Prevention Week in the
history of Murray were formulated
last night at meeting of members of
the committee in city hall.
The meeting was called to order
by Guy Billington, chairman, who
pointed out that the purpose of •
Fire Prevention Week was to make
people conscious of fire hazards
during the 51 other weeks of the
year. He then turned the meeting
over to Fire Chief William Spencer
who outlined proposed activities for
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Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, Sept. 10, 1948

CITY AND COUNTY
TAX RATES
SHOW INCREASE

New System lo Be Worked
"AXIS SALLY"
Out Today, To Start Tuesday
INDICTED ON
TREASON CHARGES
RAY BROWNFIELD
SPEAKS BEFORE
ROTARY CLUB

A survey of 20 U. S. cities showed today that city and county tax
rates arc on the increase,
Twelve of the cities reported increases already in effect over last
year or anticipated in pending new
rates, Only four,sSeattle, Kansas
City, and Omaha, reportedAecreases.

the week.
Spencer reminded the committee
members that the fire department's
chief function is to put out fires.
The real responsibility in preventing fires lies with the citizens of
the community. He urged the group
to keep this in mind while making
plans for Fire Prevention Week.
The activities tentatively planned
for Fire Prevention Week. October
3-9, were listed as follows,
Sunday. October 3, the opening
day, will be given over to the
churches. It is recommended that
the necessity of fire prevention -be
emphasized at all services_
Monday October 4. window displays will be featured, banners and
posters will be displayed. inspection
blanks, handbills, and other fire
prevention material will be distributed to homes and offices
Also on Monday. the Boy Scouts
will join with the fire department
and water department in placing
fire prevention plaques on each
fire hydrant in the city
Tuesday. October 5. will be cleanup day for homes, factories and

The other five eithi; had rates
unchanged from last year or were
unable to forecast the new rate,
Minneapolis was kjgheat among
the 20 cities. with a rate of $12.90
per $100 'assessed valuation, while
St. Louis was lowest with $2.74 per
$100. The latter, however, has no
county tax.
Miami taxes separately. Although
the city tax of $2.76 per hundred
was down about .10 per cent this
year, Dede county's rate of $2.42
was up about 30 per cent due to the
county taking over several city
functions
Jackson. Miss., reported its citycounty rate of $6.09 represented an
increase of 21 1-2 cents. Buffalo's
city and county taxes are separate,
but taken together they rose from
$3.94 in 1947 to $4.21. New York's
rate of 12.89 has been static for the
Last two years, while 1551155 reported that its $3.93 rate included
only one boost over 1947 __a five
cent increase in the school tax.
Atients, with a city rate of $190,
paid a total of $5.45 in Fulton county and 84 10 in DeKalb county.

stores.
Wednesday, October 6, will be
clean-up day for the city Yards,
alleys, lots, streets and gutters are
to be cleaned and the city will provide trucks for that purpose. The
Health Department and Police Department will assist.
Thursday, October 7. will be inspection day, and everybody will
be expected to make complete inspections of buildings and other
premises. Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts will assist.
Friday, October 8, will be school
Fire Prevention Day and fire prevention will be featured in all
schools with talks and exhibits.
Saturday. October 9, will be review and parade day. Prizes will
be awarded, firemen will demonstrate their skills, and appraisals
will be made of the week's accomplishments by public officials over
the radio.
In addition, Senator George Overbey offered the facilities of station WNBS in publicizing Fire Prevention Week with spot announcements and radio drama. Representatives of both the Ledger & Times
and the Murray Democrat promised
full cooperation in bringing the
necessity of fire prevention before
the people.
Chairmen of special committees
who were present last night were
Mrs. Walter Baker, hbme inspection; W. B. Moser, schoolsi' George
Overbey. special activities: Rev.
Robert Jarman. churches: Grover
Wood Jame.% industry: Edd Settle.
window displays: Everett Jones,
Boy Scouts; and Quinton Simonsen,
publicity.
Representing civic organizations
were Leonard Vaughn, president of
the Lions Club. and Prof. E. B
Howton. president of the Young
Business Mena Club. Rev. Jarman
also represented the Rotary Club.
Chief Spencer and Chairman Billington expressed appreciation to
the committee members for taking
hold of the program with such apparent enthusiasm, which they said
would insure the success of the undertaking:.
The next- meeting of the committee was set for next Thursday. September 18, at the city hall at 7 p.m.
At this time detailed plans for each
activity will be formulated.
NEW DIMMER DEVISED
HAVERHILL, Mass iUP)—Itarle
T. Edwards. a shoe worker, has
developed an electric eye th
automatically dims headlights
Edan approaching automobile
wards said his device attaches te
a car's headlight It works on the
same principle used on doors operated by an electric eye.
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MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

High School Adopts
Half-Day Syst,c:
For First tc°2eaders

Committee Makes
Plans For Fire
Prevention Week
Special Activities
Discussed For
Seven Days

1C

YOUR PROGRESSIVE II 0 M X NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

:UP— A
re..ceieed
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e didn't
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• By unanimous vote of members

of the Board of Education last night,
it •was decided that the first grade
at Murray High School be divided
into two groups, with each group

WASHINGTON. Sept. 10. i UP)—

A federal grand jury today indictMildred Elizabeth Gillars, the

ed

Nazi

THEIR GOAL IS PEACE—Meeting at the no-man's-land between Jewish and Egyptian

lines in the uneasy Holy Land, Jewish officers (far left) and United Nations observers
(center and right foreground) cluster in little discussion groups to talk over terms of a
"truce within a truce" between Egyptian and Jewish armies. One result has been agreement on a plan to allow free flow of supplies to Jewish troops behind Egyptian lines and
to Egyptian troops behind Israeli lines.

Tigers In Good Shape soTIVAIECDIAOTDO:
For Opener Says Coach Amur smumur
The Moray Tigers have complet-•
ed four weeks of practice ,
"in good shape" for their opening'
are
Friday,
Russellville ind
game with
September 17, Coach Ty Holland
said today,

LYNN GROVE PTA
TO HAVE FIRST
MEET WEDNESDAY
The Lynn Grove Parent Teachers
Association will have their first
meeting of the school year on Wednesday afternoon, September 15. at
2:00 o'clock. All members as well
as patrons of the school are invited
to attend.
At the first meeting, all projects
and programs for the coming year
will be planned and various committees will be appointed.
The present membership of the
Lynn Grove P. T. A. is around 250.
representing approximately -80 per
cent of the parents. The membership committee hopes to boost the
membership to almost 100 per cent
this year,

PRODUCE
CHICAGO. Sept 10. 4UP)--Produce:
Poultry: 20 trucks, the market
easy for chickens, steady for hens.
White rock springs 40, colored
springs 36
Cheese: Twins 41 1-2 to 42 1-2.
single daisies 43 1-2 to 46, Swiss
60 to 63.
Butter: .358.623 pounds, the market firmer. 93 score 74, 92 score
73 1-2, 90 score 67 Carlota 90 score
68, 89 score a 3-4.
Eggs: Browns and whites mixed) 11,069 cases. Market steady for
top the rest unsettled. Extras 70 to
80 per cent A 49. extras 60 to 70
per cent A 48, standards 39 to 44,
current receipts 36, checks 31.

The high school gridders started
practice August 15. "We are definately going to make a try for the
'
Conference rhaingaionshi this ear.
said the coach, "and we thank: we
have a good chance of getting it,
although we realize there are other
strong teams in the league too."
The season opener will be played
against Russellville at the Murray
high school stadium at 8:00 o'clock
in the evening. New lights have
been added to the stadium this
year. which will Vie it easier for
both
players a
spectators to
wi'itch the elusive pigskin.
Coach Holland said that Chad
Stewart and Glen Jeffrey would
probably be mainstays in the back
position, Both are profficient at
passing and kicking. Other backs
showing promise are Allbritton,
Miller, Outland and Smith. Also
listed as backs are McLemore
Klapp and Wilson, newcomers to
the squad.
Showing promise at ends are Alexander, captain of the team, Butterworth and Moser. Promising
tackles are Smith. Adams and Guerin: guards, Shroat, Davenport and
Boone: centers, Hackett and Rowland.
Other newcomers to the squad
are: ends, McCord, Sykes Foy and
Parker, Tackles, Thamasson. Tolley, Wells and Jones; guards. Valentine, Coleman. Hughes and Elkins; center, Buckingham; and
backs Klapp and Wilson.
Holland has 10 lettermen on the
squad this year with a total of 33
who have been turning out for
practice The lettermen are Alexander, Butterworth, Smith, Adams,
Hackett, Allbritton, Sewart, Miller
Ouland and Jeffrey.
SPERSQSA TO MEET
tU.P.1-- The SPEBOMAHA
SQSA believe in long range planning.
The organization. Society
for Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet Singing in Amgrica, already hi, chosen
1950 convention site.
Omaha as

Latest On Politics
As President Truman prepared
for his swing through the farm belt.
Republicans charged today that he
is carrying a' campaign of fear and
threat" to American farmers:.
Two Republican farm experts
said it was a campaign "born of
political desperation." Specifically,
they leveled their charges against
Agriculture Secretary Charles F.
Brann,
The Republicans Chairman Clifford R. Hope of Kansas of the
house agriculture committee and
Sen. George D Aiken. of Vermont,
a member of the senate agriculture
committee, said Grannan was making statements contrary to facts.
They said that Brannan, after
consulting with President Truman.
declared that the GOP "aims to
destroy the farmer's price sup-

ports."
Hope and Aiken said in effect
that was so much hogwash. They
pointed to the GOP platform pledges of continued price supports. And
they said Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
the Republican nominee, is a longtime advocate of price supports.
As for the Republican-dominated
80th congress, they said in joint
made
statement: "No congress
greater progress in enacting a farmer's program."
They said the farmers will "recognize the Brannan misstatement
for what it is--born of political
desperation."
Meanwhile, the Republican party
workers were warned not to make
the mistake of overlooking GOP
senatorial candidates in their effarts
to elect the Dewey-Warren ticket.

The

By United Press
'1urry of. labor troubles
had idled 110.000 workers

RUSSIANS ARREST
15 GERMANS AS
ALLEGED SPIES

Which
across the nation

BERLIN. Sept. 10. elliel—The
Russians announced tonight the arrest of 15 Germans alleged to be
members of an anti-Soviet spy ring
operating with American and British support in the Russian occupation zone
The Soviet espionage charge was
the latest in a series of recriminations between the east and the
west as the Berlin ceisis mouned.
The purported ring was charged
with "espionage and other criminal
activity" in Wreimar, Erfurt, Jena
and other towns in the Soviet zone
state of Thuringia.
The band worked through the
social Democratic party, the Soviets charged in a statement put out
hrough the German news service
ADN, which they control.
A few hours earlier-the Soviets
renewed their attack on the AngloAmerican aerial supply of blockaded Berlin with a demand that
U. S. Air Force heaoquarters provide full details of every flight.

which thresteneci to pinch
off the flow of grain eastweard
over the great lakes at the high of
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A fed ral concilator suceeded in
out an agreement to a

working

the shipping season.

And a state conciliator, trying to
mediate the seven-day-old strike
by 15,000 CIO oil workers in California, said he was "optimistic."
But the strikes by N. Y. truck
drivers, west coast maritime workers. and Detroit auto plant workers
seemed further than ever from settlemeht.
Federal meceator Ca.I Carlgren
announced early today that representatives of 500 AFL terminal
grain elevator workers had called
off strike- plans, set for a secret
date, against 10 large elevator firms
at'the world's largest inland port
of Duluth-Superior.
The workers agreed in a 10-hour
session to accept a 15-cent hourly
wage boost retroactive to July 1
and "considerable adjustments in
job classification and other benefits.
four
climaxed
The aqieement
months of negottations.
._Cathigren next faced the problem
AFL
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- of settling a strike by 1,400
major
YARDS, Ill., Segt. 10 UP) USDA, grain processors against six
milling firms at Minneapolis, the
—Livestock:
cenHogs: 5.200; salable 4.500: fairly nation's third largest milling
active: weights 180 lbs up, steady ter.
Garlgren hurried beck to Minto 25 cente higher than Thursday's
today with
Lighter weights 25-75 neapolis for a ragetnjg
average.
Youngahl and repreLuther
Gov.
steady.
mostly
sows
cents higher;
sentatives of the union and milling
Bulk good and choice 200-260 lbs.
union reduced
companies. The
29-29 25: top 29.25; few 270-300 lbs.
their original demands for a 5728-29; 400-475 lbs 24-24 NO. 160-190
cent hourly wage boost to 20 cents
lbs. 2775-29: 130-150 lbs. 25-27.75:
but the companies refused to go
largely. Z5.50-27 50: 100-120 lbs
above 12 1-2 cents.
mostly 22.25-2410: sows 400 lbs
California state conciliator Glenn
down 25-27: heavier weights 22Bowers, meanwhile, said he felt
17.50-20,
stags
24.50;
"more optimistic than otherwise"
Cattle: 1,400; salable 1.200; calves
about the oil workers strike for a
generally
800. all salable. Market
21-cerU hourly pay boost from six
active and continuing the strong
petroleum firms,
price trend on all classes. Odd lots
The federal conciliation service
medium to good heifers and mixed
said it would step in unless the
yearlings 25-30; common and med- strike was settled soon and Bowers
ium beef cows mostly 18.50-22.50: said the gate would welcome naodd head 23 and above; canners and tional aid.
cutters 15-18: medium to good bulls
A union spokesman said after a
21-23: a few above; vealers steady. meeting with Shell oil . officials
and
good and choice 27-31; common
yesterday that the cempanies claimmedium 17-26.
ed their 12 1-2 cent offer was justiSheep 1.200: salab:e 1,000; receipts fied because the cost of living has
mostly trucked spring sheep 1.200: lowered.
salable 1.000; receipts mostly truckGasoline shortages were increased in spring lambs. Market not ing in the west, particularly around
Few* good and Los Angeles and in Northern Nevfully established
choice spring lambs Itrong to 25 ada.
cents 'higher at 25-2.26; some held
drivers
more
Five thousand
higher.
threatened to join the strike by
13,000 AFL truckers in the New
MARKETS AT A GLANCE
York area today. Members of local
By United Trees
282, international brotherhood of
Stocks lower in quiet trading.
teamsters, said they might quit to
Bonds irregular; U. S. govern- support local 807's demand for a 25cent hourly pay hike and other
ments lower.
benefits.
Curb stocks lower.
At the same time, striking memChicago stocks lower.
Silver unchanged in New York bers of local 807 indicated they
would !eject a plan by their leadat 75 1-4 cents a .line ounce.
ers to soften their demands to
Cotton futures `steady.
Grains in Chicago: Wheat. .corn. 17 1-2 cents. A full membership
oats. rye .and. soy bean futures ir- meeting was called this afternoon
to consider the proposal.
regular.

LIVESTOCK

Radio's "Axis

Sally."

going to school half a day, W. B.
Moser, principal, announced
this

on

charges of treason.
The 47-year-old spinster was returned to this country two weeks

Ray Brown field was the guest
speaker at the weekly meeting of
ago from Germany under Army the Rotary club yesterday at the
escort. A formal charge of treason Womans Club House.
was placed against her at that time
Brownf.eld touched on his new
pending grand jury action.
job as farm representative and
Miss Gillars, a native of Portland. made a plea that we take interest
Me.. was accused of fomenting dis- ea- the youth of the county. He
content among Aneerican troops made mention of the fact that Calthrough her broadcasts for the .loway county is primarily an agricultural county and that buetness
Nazi radio.
The indictment was returned by in the county sheuld recognize this
the grand jury to U. S. district and keep it in mind always.
He was introduced by R. H.
Judge Jennings Bailey.
jury has been hearing "Tony" Thurman.
The
Dr. W. D. Nichols. farm manageevidence against the gray-haired
Miss Gillars for the past 10 days. ment department of the University
U. S. law requires that two witnes- of Kentucky was guest of C. 0.
ses testify to each treasonable act Bondurant. J. I. Hosick was guest
of J. D. Sexton, W. M. Daedis was
of which a person is accused.
The I..rand jury also referred to guest of Ed. Carter. Pled 13tizenMiss Gillars as "Mildred E. Sisk." dine was a visiting Rotarian from
The indictment said she "knowing- Paris, Tenn
Paul Gholson was welcomed
ly, intentionally, willfully, unlawfully. feloniously and treasonably" back as a new member.
It was announced by A. Carmon
sdherred to the enemies of the
United States--Hitler's Germany_ that four Rotary sponsored Junior
Her actions violated her duty to Dairy members 'Acre showing alt
the United States of which she was the Slat Fair in Louisville.
a citizen, it added.
Miss Gillars has been held in
district jail without bond since she
was returned to her native country.
The indictment said Miss Gillars
accepted emplonnent by the government-controllell German radio
broadcasting company. "with the
intent of participating in the psychological warfare of the German
government against the U. S."
In the course of her work, it
said, she made radio speeches and
recordings knowing they would be
used in broadcasts from Germany
to American forces in French
North Africa, Italy. France and
England.
Miss Gillars knew the broadcasts
were for the purpose of "weakening and destroying the confidence
of the citizens of the U. S. in the
administration of their government." the indictment said.
It said she knew they were for
the purpose of weakening -civilian
support of the war effort of the
U S and inciting resistance against it: destroying faith and good
will amoljg the U S. and her allies
and weakening the fighting powers
and the morale of soldiers in the
armed forces of the V S."
It was Miss Gillars' practice, according to the indictment to obtain recorded phonograph messages from American prisoners of war
held by the Germans with the
knowledge that they would be
broadcast for the purpose of assembling a large listening audience
in the U. S. Further it added, Miss
Gillards would weave German prothese broadcasts.
paganda into
The indictment charged Miss
Gillars with 10 specific treasonable
acts The maximum penalty for
treason is death. The judge at his
oet
nc
may roefdu
toa
however.
jail
the penalty
less than five years and 3 $10 000
fine
Conviction for treason also forfeits U. S. citizenship.

The action was taken due to
large number of students enrolled
and the lack of facilities of the 9$
youngsters for the entire day. Always in the past. -in Murray, the'
first graders have attended school
a full day the same as other
students.
.Mr. Moser pointed out that educational authorities advocate only
half a day for schooling of beginners, due to their immaturity. This
system has been followed in many
cities for several years.
The two first grade teachers at
Murray High school. Miss Margaret
Graves and Miss K ithieen Patterson, will each instruct one group
in the morning and each will have
a different group in the afternoon.
Each child will be in school for
three and one-half hours which is
considered sufficient for six-yearolds.
The division of the tint grades.
will be worked out today. said Mr.
Moser. The parents will be notified
Monday what time their youngsters
must be in school .and the new system will be started next Tuesday.

BRITISH CABINET
PONDERS NEXT
WEST COAST OIL
COURSE OF ACTION STRIKE MAY CAUSE
FUEL SHORTAGE
LONDON. Sept. 10 UP)— The
Cabinet studied the next moves in
the Berlin crisis today. and a foreign office spokesman deplored
what he called the "chain of events"
which may make an agreement with
the Russians doubtful.
Foreign Secretary Ernest Sevin'
was believed to have told the Cabinet that the west now must decide
whether to continue negotiations
with the Russians despite the incidents in Berlin or to call off the
while deal.
A
foreign
office spokesman.
aware of the delicacy of the shooting incident in Berlin yesterday,
said at his press conference:
"The incidents are a part of a
chain of events which began with
the demonstrations inside and outside the .Berlin city
hall. The
British government deprecated the
incidents in which Soviet sector police fired shots entering the British
zone."
The spokesman said the government had not yet fully established
whether the shots were fired by
German police or by Soviet military
police But he added that the government believed they were fired
by German police despite eyewitnss aecounts that Soviet soldiers
also fired.
In a long review of the Berlin
crisis before the cabinet, fievin was
understood to have outlined three
possible courses of action.
They
were to call off negetiations with
Russia. continue the talks as though
the Berlin incidents had not occurred, and continue the talks but
call on the Russians to account for
the Berlin rioting.

Thefts Here Believed
Work Of Teen-Agers
Teen-agers are believed responsible for the two thefts in Murray
Wednesday night. Sherjff Wendell
Patterson and Police Chief Burman
id this morning.
Parket
Two lot— ousiness houses were
robbed of a total of $100.00 in cash
and a _25 colt automatic between
12:00 and 1:00 o'clock Wednesday
night. The Economy hardware store
reported a loss of $20 from the cash
register, and the Greenfield service
station reported ,460 and a pistol
was taken frbm their cash drawer.

morning. All members of the board
were present at the meeting.

WASHINGTON,
9. (UP, —
Government fuel experts said today
there may be many cold
homes across the nation this winter if the west coast oil strike
lasts another two weeks or longe
er.
They said the six-day-old strike
at five bilge west coast refineries
already has cut deeply into gasoline supplies and fuel oil production.
By Friday, they said, the west
coast will have to start importing
supplies for both military and
civilian Use from already-tight supplies of east and gulf coast refineries.
And "in another two weeks. they
added the fuel situation will be
critical.
Before the strike, supplies and
expected production throughout'
the. nation were considered no
more than adequate to meet harvest
season demands for gasoline and
the fuel oil demands of winter.
Petroleum experts here said it Is
impossible arthis time to estimate
just how much the west coast
will be forced to draw from east
and gulf supplies should the strike
continue.
The struck plants account for
more than half of the west coast
refinery capacity.
e bulk of military aviatiottl-—
The
gasoline for shipment abroad ii
manufactured on -the west coast
as are some military fuel oils anti
gasoline,. Since these supplies
cannot be curtailed. the major part
now may b.pve to be drawn from
east and gulf coast refineries.

ADDING INSULT TO INJURY
, It is not enough that the homeless carriage displaced the time
honored horse as a means of transEntry into both places of business portation, hut when a horse falls
was gained through rear windows. victim to a device designed fee
At the hardware store a pane of automobiles that's too much.
glass was broken and the window
So, said the horse oh the court
lock released. At the service sta- *quare
yeeterday. The horse in
was
open.
forced
tion the window
question us!. tied to a parking.
Law enforcement officers here meter, uhich in the course of time
said they were "quite sure,, that a had *registered "exio-es1". .
couple of teen-age boys committed
A city policeman who happened
the robberies, but they are not by pla. ed an ON erparkini ticket
ready to make the arrests yet. They, on the tilt of the horse, whirl' is
indicated that the delinquents May the first time in the history of Murhave left this community for • ray, to our knowledge, that a horse
has been arrested for overparking.
few days.
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PAGE TWO
the eye. Read what Mrs. Buckendonf has to say under_ the banner
PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The • of her late- husband's column.
Trail.'• a column
limes-Herald, October 20, 1998, and the West Kentuckian January 17, 1942 • BuCking-_
which %VIM eagerly awaited each
W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHERweek by the readers of the leadJAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
en.
BUCKING THE TRAIL •
Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St. Murray, Ky.
The Editor is away—but this
mitered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tramanission as
tithe his away ness is different for
Second Class Matter
he isn't coming back.
He has found a new appointment
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50a- else- where "he can do all the things he
where $5.50.
hadn't time to do here.- So he has
left
us to clean up the tag ends
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 903 Sterick
•
Building. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan and follow him.
years we have
For several
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St.. Boston.
known that the tasks were too
THE KENTUCKY TRESS ASSOC:ATION
heavy. especially during the war
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Ed:tor years with the shortage of help.
at Public Voice items which in our ommon are not for the best interest Our efforts to.ease the tempo of
his work was of no avail for this
el our readers.
revelled in
was hi,= vcry
Friday Afternoon, September 10, 194S
the smell of ink, writing copy espc:luny -Bucking the Trail" the
proofing, the flaSh of news and the
hum of the machinery, and all
Ralph Wear left us yesterday for a more promising other work pertaining to the country newspaper.
job in another city after working for more than twenty
He spoke of ;11 our subscribers
years with the Ledger and Times.
as The Leader Family.work was heavy and
When
He holds a position in the city of Murray that could
easily be the envy of any business man in town. Ralph is things were "thickening up" he
not only a -crack- linotype operator but has a working would give us the assurance that
knowledge
the other equipment that is used in a news- everything would work out 0. K.,
and it usually did.
paper plant. He is a •member of the Lions club in high
It would ty.. hard to list the endstanding, a newly elected Sunday School superintendent of less circle of the Editor's friends.
the First Christian Church. a leader of a Boy Scout troop. both young aiid old. for he chose
We feel sure that there are few m:n in Murray who, them honestly and simply.
He had knonm what poverty was.
if they left., would have their absence felt keener, than
Ralph Wear. Boys by the dozens know Min as a friend and he was at home where things
and.counselor and many a boy has grown up in the Scout were done simply and because ne
was so real, he sticks.
troop of Ralph.
Just as I never felt our love and
The standing that Ralph has in this comrhunity serves friendship had a beginning. I canas a lesson to us that it proves that the richest thing in not now feel it shall ever end.
So he. ha,. crossed ''The Great
life is to have the well being, respect, and admiration of
Divide" and if. on, the other side.
our fellow man.
he should choose the newspaper
work
I contribute so much to the welfare game. I shall want to again
-with him as. I have these many
i of their communities are the proyears
prietors and editors of the weekly
He took pride in the individuality
newspapers. They are in a straof his paper and wrote of his copy
tegic position jo play a prornineat
in his own handwriting. Layouts
THE EDITOR IS AWAY
role_ It is their duty to do so. altd
intrigued him. He had the inner
By George Peek
we. as a nation, can rejoice that
We have developed here iiii mos't of them have accepted the quality of respect for others and a
rare capacity for fellowship with
America-the finest civilization
e challenge to duty, and are doing
men
world has ever known. That
I
I wish at this time froin--the
not an idle boast: it is a fact. It
\What has occasioned me . to bottom of'my heart, to express my
as tune all of us recognized and
wtste in this particular vein is an thanks to everyone who came to
appreciated lust hov.- fortunate weI
editorial I have just read in the help. you carried us over such 1
are to be living under the Stars August.
12 issue of the Rock Cows- critical period with such loving
and 'Stripes
ty Leader. published at Bassett. and loyal service, and for the
One of the main reasons for our 'Nebraska' . William E. Buckendorf
beautiful flowers, cards and letpree!thinence is ,the leadership that :publisher'
at that newspaper for
which came pouring in
has been developed in the tens of :many years. 'died on August 1 The ters
of everything
Thanks
a
thousands of the nation
small I reins have been taken over by his
Malite Buckendorf
communities In every town. vill- son. Clifford. The widow. Mallie!
age and hamlet is to be found a Buckendon, who-, worked along! GOLFS WITH BROKEN LEG
man or woman rendering! with her departed busbant in runFORT WORTH. Tex. UP,— A
stop T J.
great service to his or her com- ning the Bassett
Leader, has paid broken right leg didn't
munity, without fanfare of trum- him a tribute in an editorial, so Sims frem making the golf ruunds.
red
pets.
beautiful in its simplint and uteri He toured the course in a little
In many cases, these leaders who'centy that it bnngs moisture to wagon. pulled by•the caddy.
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"JOE BEAVER"

By Ed Norzigsr

Service
8.00 PM
W M U. Meeting Third
Wednesday
7:00 P.M
and each Fourth Wednesday
Afternoon
2 P.M.
Brotherhood Meeting first and
third Wednesday _ _ __ 7 P.M.
Business Women's Circle first
and third Wednesday __ 7 P.M.
RAs, GA's, and Sunbeam
Band first and third
Wednesday
7 P.M
COME AND WORSHIP
WITH US
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. F. Paschall. Pastor

a

1

"Now there's a good example of what happens to rain-fall on
a denuded watershed."

The Bank of Murray is pleased to announce
that Ray Brownfield, has been employed to assist Farmers in their work.
Mr. Brownfield has received much schooling and practical experience in the operation of
farms, so he is well qualified for this type of
work.
•••

FEEL FREE TO CALL ON HIM AT
ANY TIME

BANK of MURRAY
Member

D. 1. C

sin.;
I
.

SimdayrMartina Chapel
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.; Sulphur Springs 7 p.m.
Third Sunday—Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
Goshen 7 p.m.
Fourth Sunday—Sulphur Springs
10 a in.; New Hope 11 a.m.; Martin's Chapel 3 pm.
There is Church School at each of
these churches, at 10 a.m. every
Sunday.

Second

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
John L. Nyberg, Paster
Norman Culpepper,
Sunday School Superintendent
R. G Shelton,
Training Union Director
Mrs. Lon Outland. WMU President
Sunday
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00
Morning Worship
.
7:00 p.m.
Training Union
Evening Worship
8:00 pm.
Wednesday
8:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Saturday
7.00 p.m.
RA Ch.Lptor M,-cta-Lg

•

•

Springl
Americ
More t1
will cOr

a.r.u. L.

COLDP.ATER CHUIR II OF
CHRIST
John Brian. Minister

J. 0.

ciactrn.

KIRKSEY
V. B. Dunn

First Sunday—svirasey 11 sin.:
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mk
Church school each Lord's day Hebron 7:30 p.m.
on first, second and third Sunday
Second Sunday—Coldwater 11
at 10 a.m., and fourth Sunday at , am,: Mt. Carmel
7:30 pan.
1:30 p.m.
Third Sunday—Mt. Hebron 11
Preaching service on fourth Sun I am; Kirksey 7:30 p.m.
day at 2:30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday--Mt. Camel 11
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 pm.:
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
CHURCH
There is Church School at each
J. R. Thurman. Paster
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
Sunday. Your attendance is apFirst Sunday, 10:00 a m. Sunday, preciated.
School. Morgan Cunningham, Superintendent Preaching at 11:00 ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
a.m. and Saturday before at 730
Leslie Gilbert, Paster
pun.
iunday School
10 A.M.
UNION GROVE CHURCH
James Chaney, Superintendent
OF CHRIST
Morniu Worchip
11 A.M.
Bro, Connie Wyatt
Trainitg Union _ _
7:00 P.M.
Preaching services each first and
Mandl Virupon, Director
third Sunday at 11 am.
4.Eventng Worship
8-00 PM.
"
.2und a v School each Lord s Day
Wednesday Evening Prayer
so
'
at 10 am.

LAKk VIEW COMMUNITY
CHURCH
The Sunday School at Lakeview
Community Church meets each
Sunday at 2:30 pm.
PLEASANT VALLEY CHUM=
OF CHRIST
Bobby Owen. Minister

HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST !
CHURCH
C. L. Page. Pastor
Seoul rit4111111111% Grove
Sunday School at 10 00 a m. R.
L. Cooper, superintendent
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m..
first and third Sundays.
Evening services second and
fourth Sundays at 7.00 pm,
Youth Fellowship, 6:30 p.m
Basel Church
Sunday School at 1000 am, Buford Hurt. superintendent.
Morning worship service at 11 po
o'clock second and fourth Sunday and evening service 7:30
second and fourth Sundays.
mammas Chapel
Sunday School at 10:00 am.. firm
and third Sundays. Brooks Underwood. superintendent.
Morning worship service at 10:00
o'clock second and fourth Sunday.

WEST room sitrnsT CHURCH
E. H. Sesser% Taster
Sunday school each Sunday at
10 o'clock.
Preaching services each Sunday
at 11 o'clock and each second and
fourth "Sunday nights at 7.30
Training Union each Sunday
Might at 6.30
Prayer service each Wednesday
night at 7 o'clock.
r.

lid
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•

MEliGIN OUTBOARD
JOHNSON

SEA

HORSE

SALES — SERVICE — PARTS
SERVICE ON—ALL MAKES

Motors for Rent

201 So. 7th

Phone 397
•

4

I C1111
• munch(
right-y
broken
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have r
hard rr
ago as
World '
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said mi
wide
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From coast-to-coast, Bendix Washer dealers are

giving away 1,000,000 big, beautiful Cannon

47.
•

bath towels in a gay assortment of colors
and patterns! You'll get yours—without cost
or obligation—when you see our demon-

•

stration of the new Bendix Washer
with the Automatic Soap Injector!

20 x 40
INCHES!

•

A L310 cracrri
Bryan Bishop. Paster
Temple Rin
Worship Service 11:00 o'clock
on first and fourth Sundays.
Evening service on third Sunday,
7 o'clock; Church School each Sunday at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellowship ,each Sunday evening. 6:30.
Piayer Meeting each Thursday e 'ening 7 o'clock.
Russells Chapel
Worship Service 11 o'clock each
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each
fourth Sunday evening. Steward.
ship Fellowship
meeting
each
Thursday before the second Sunday, evening 6:30.
Bethel
Worship 2:45 o CACK..eich fourth
Surlay and 7 o'clock each second
Suno•y. Church School each Sunday 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock.
Weeks Chapel
Worship 11 o'clock each third
Church School 10 o'clock.
Independence
Worship service 2.30 o'clock each
first Sunday

.•••••04 lab

Used Motors At Bargain Prices
Sunday School each Lord's Day
at 10 am_
Preaching services first Sunday
of ench month at 11 a.m. '(1$
-•

amigo

•

11

MRS.

Sunday Scheel each Sunday at
1:45 a.m.
Second Sunday at
I pm.
Preaching services every second
Sunday at 2:311 p.m.

Ray Brownfield

mITRRAIFTIRCIIIT
First Sunday--;Goshen
Lynn Grove 7 p.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
CHITS H
CHURCH
3I. M. Hampton, pastor
Joe Ben Irby, Pastor
10:00 a.m. Sunday School, James
Sunday School, 10 sista
Key, superintendent.
Worship Service, 11 a.m.
11:00 am. Preaching Service
C.Y.F., 6:30 pan.
6:00 p.m.
D. warren
Worship Service, 7:15 p.m.
director.
7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
Pastor, L. G. Novell
CHURCH
Superintendent if Sunday School,
Miller, Pastor
Hugh Walton Fo.ner
Preaching services second and
Sunday Schood at 1000 a.m
fourth Sunday at 11 am, and 8
Worship Service at 11 00 a.m. and
0 in
Sunday school each Sunday at 10 7:30 p m.
Prayer Service. each Wednesday
L tr. undei the direction of John
evening.
.asmter, *uperintendent
Ladies Bible Study on Thursday
1'. U meets each Sunday at
7 p.m.: Harold Houston. director. at 7:30.
W MS. Mrs. Rupert Lassiter,
Radio broadcast from pastor's
president — Thursday afternoon home at 8:30- each Sunday r-n ,r, •ng
after second Sunday.

ALMO CHURCH or CHRIST
Bro. J. H. Brine

„

R. F. Blankenship pease

HARDIN CIRCUIT
Paul Daily, Sunday School SuperLeslie C. Lee. Paster
intendent
First Sunday: Palestint, 11:00
Gene Orr Miller, T. U Direztor
a.m.; Hardin, 7 p.m.
Mrs. Grace Wilson, W.M.U. Pres.
Second Sunday: olive. 11:00 am.•
Morning
Union Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
Sunday School, 9:45 ant
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00
Morning Worship each Sunday. Lin; Palestine, 3 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00
Evening
Lm. and Unic.n Ridge, 11:15 a.m.
Training Union each Sunday 6:00
Fifth Sunday: Dexter, 11 a.m.
p.m.
Everyone is invited.
Evening Service 7:18 p.m.
Your attendance is appreciated.
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:00
pm,
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
W.M.U., G.A., Sunbeams meet on
Leon Winchester. Pastor
Tuesday following Second and
Preaching services tirst and third
Fourth Sunday.
Sunday at II a.m. and 7 p.m.
Y.W.A. meet Monday, 7:30 p.m.,
Sunday School each Sunday at
following First and Third Sun- HI a.m.
days.

Good Luck, Ralph

Farm Representative

SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Boron Richerson,- Pastor
Preaching every Sunday mornLng at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun.
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Albert Cunningham is superintendant of Sunday Schocl held
every Sunday at 10 o'clock.
B.T.U. every sunaay rugnt at
6:30, Ben Hopkins directoi, and
preaching following B. T U
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
night at 7:00 o'clock.
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
1:30 p.m. after the first and third
Sunday each month.

•

COME SEE THE WASHER•WITH A "BRAIN"!
IT CAN EVEN PUT IN ITS OWN SOAP!
It's worth seeing ... because the Bendix does an extra job no other washer can
do! Yes, the Bendix ... and only the Bendix has that newest step-saver, the
amazing Automatic Soap Infector. Come see how it measures and puts in the
exact amount of soap at exactly the right time. Come watch our demonstration
and take home a beautiful Cannon bath towel ... absolutely free!

Ilrodiv Model I-21I
A ••••••aric Seep
I siorier ••••••••4

NOW A BENDIX FOR A-S LOW AS,S19995

Washer

(Model S-101, including normal installation)

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED! GET YOUR FREE TOWEL WHILE OUR SUPPLY LASTS!
RILEY FURNITURE sod APPLIANCE COMPANY
East Side Square

•

•

Phone 58/

•
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Engineering. Bac-! HOUSE THAT BULGES OUT

ed

Automotive
He believes Ed White. the con
Pettus Civilians May Get ! teriology. Civil Engineerine, Legal, STUMPS CITY FATHERS
Crimson Tide Pins Hopes On Success!vert. Selena and ti%zGordon
NORTH YORK. 1. 'UP—The
Laundry and Dry Cleaning, Medunlige::
e.
e dra
rhitr
til4
sion!
ical Allied Sciences, Mining En- base 'of the houee measures more
Commis
Direct
Feet
ing
s
Gallop
Salem'
On
y
Surger
Of
gineering. Nursing, Postal, Railway than the '1t it stands on and the
l9 -pound ex-paratrooper, was a
Administrative, and Personnel Ad- borough council is stumped.
movement.
Editor's Note: This is anhalfback-as a freshman before go- In Reserve Corps
tied up a few muscles
ministration and Vocational Guid-•••••••

•

other in a series of Southeastern Conference football
teams.
a By ROLAND DOPSON
United Press Sports Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala., Sept. 10-alumni, some of the
wolf type, howled last spring that
Coach Harold "Red" Drew had
tossed a few Alabama games away
when he agreed to an operation on
Eddie Salem's galloping feet.
The grads pointed out that Salem,
the logical replacement for Harry
Gilmer, did all right as a. freshman
with flat feet. They also reminded
him that Frankie Sinkwich made
All-American at Georgia with dosas
than those of
no more arched
young Eddie.
But "Red The Gambler" paced
the floor like an. expectant father
and prayed that the Syrian of
Birmingham might again run the
100-yard dash in 10 seconds--and
with less pain and more freedom of

I.

A surgeon
and slid' the skin around a bit on
Salem's size 12 feet. Both were
placed ill,a cast for eight -weeks.
For the next 10 weeks Drew watched him carefully as Salem speeded
up his daily workouts to get in
condition. "He's all right now," was Drew's
only comment about the I85-pound
sophomore who out-passed Gilmer
in the Sugar Bowl last New 'Year's
Day. Salem can kick, too, and is a
better broken field runner than
Gilmer.
Drew moaned about his beefy
tackles and centers not having the
four years of experience of those
who graduated—and hardly men7
Honed the left halfback spot.
Maybe, also, it is because he
stuck a lucky paw into the ,hat and
came up with a junior end who
just happened to be an all-state
triple threat back at Anniston, Ala.,
a few years ago.

ing to the Army. When lie returned, the coaches thought they had
enough halfbacks and made him
halo a top flight end.
Alabama lost 14 lettermen by
graduation. six of those being regulars. Besides Gilmer, they included three tackles, two fullbacks,
a quarterback, two' centers and
three guards.
Pat O'Sullivan, whose defensive
center play Past year made the
Crimson Tide almost overnight,
will be -the first string center if he
can learn •o play on offense. Otherwise he will be used .again only
on defense with Doug Lockridge
and Larry Lauer,, both 210-pounders. 'as his substitutes.

•

-"1:
•

ment.

That's where the borough council got into the picture.
The house overlaps on a public
street. The council is not sure
whether it has the power to quitprofessional and technical special- calFlor more detailed int6fmatiol clam puolic lands:
at the Organized Reserve Corps
ties in grades ranging from Second
Lieutenant to Colonel.
office, 2nd Floor, 229 Allen street,
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
Among the specialties are includ- Owensboro. Ky.. or ph. a 3528.

Ray iti-che'sn, one of the best
guards in the conference. is back
along with Jim Frankel, Steve Fortunato and Mike Mizerany.
•
Tackle ikaperhaps the weakest
spots_ Tom Whitley. Mike. Cassi•
dy and Chancy Compton were
three good ones to lose. Dick Flowers will start left tackle with Bill
Theris as his substitute and Floyd
•
Miller 'at the other post. Herb
Hannah, 215-p ound sophomore,
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the up from teeorgia. And since Kan- has been praised by Drew at right
third in a series on prospects of sas will employ the "T" the lack tackle
With White in the backfield,
MRS. MASSACHUSETTS—Blonde Mrs. Dorothy WojnO, of
college football teams throughout' of a top flight quarterback definitely anti:tints to quite a problem. Alabama probably still will have
the natien.
Springfield, Mass., will represent her state in the "Mrs.
Georg..? iPotsyi Clark is back at the best ends in the conference. ReTHE MIDLANDS
America" beauty pageant at Palisades Park, N. J., on Sept. 12.
Bob
the Nebiaska helm and his presence bel Steiner, Jim Cain and
More than 30 married women from all parts of the country
By Bill Rosentreter
alone is mufficient to cause concern Hood are back. Other candidates
will compete on a basis of beauty and home-making ability.
United Press Sports Writer
in ritral conference camps. The are Al Lary. Byron Chambliss and
Kansas City. Mo., Sept. 10. I UP) wily skipper has a nucleus of 29
Howard Pierson.
will
Oklahoma
--Missouci and
lettermee. but seems weak at guard
The backfield will carry plenty
have the punt and the pass—and and tacele replacements. Not too
weight and speed. Red Noonan,
of
plenty power, too—but the other well acquainted with his material
Mobile Flash, is a line-bucker
the
fiee members of the big seven at this early stage of the campaign,
old school, packing a good
the
of
conference promise to have only a Clark nevertheless has seen enough
200 pounds. Tom Calvin, his sub.
prayer et the 1948 championship to promise "we'll beat somebody.
weighs 196.
race.
sometime, somehow.'
Jack BroWn at quarterback and
at
answered
be
may
The prayers
sad story through the re- the old reliable, Bill Cadenhead, at
It's
a
the
of
some
Nebraska and Kansas,
mainder of the conference. Colo- right half each weigh 175 pOunds.
critics admit, but everyone is counmelting its football debut Brown. a good punter from Selma.
rado.
ting out Kansas State, Iowa State
4
Big Seven, isn't expected to Ala.. was a 1946 freshman who was
the
in
and Colorado as much too weak
randy for the jump into drafted before he could get in the
prove
•
to be given title consideration.
competition. Iowa State, varsity lineup. Clarence Avinger,
sterner
Both Missouri and Oklahoma are
steady imprciverheht a 200-pounder, probably will be
sheaved
which
studded with veteran material, two
under Abe Steuber, last year, may Brown's first alternate.
and three deep at virtually every
Drew said the Crimson Tide
be on th.• climb, but the team is a
position. On top of that, crafty Don
lung way from the top. Kansas would be in there pitching—but
best
"the
has
Missouri
Faurot at
State. beaten 26 times in a row for against the toughest conference
sophomore grceip in years."
the longest losing streak of any schedule of any Southeastern team.
Oklahoma.
Wilkinson at
Bud
major co,lege team in the nation. Alabama plays nine SEC opponents
Kanwhose Soaners have tied with
"building for another year" with —all but Kentucky and Ole Miss.
Is
sas for the conference crown the
The schedule:
sophomore dominated squad.
a
last two seasons, admite his team
Sept 25 Tulane at New Orleans.
coached by a new skipper_Ralph
will have more speed and better
2—Vanderbilt at Mobile.
former K-State star
Oct.
a
Graham.
passing than a year ago, and his
Oct. 8—Duquesne at Tuscaloosa.
athlete.
only worry now is lack Of defenFri. Night)
They're not thinking in terms of
sive str?ngth.
Oct. 16--Tennessee at Knoxville
p at Kansas State—
chamnionshi
a
such
missing
be
he'll
knows
Bud
Oct. 23—Miss. State at Starksfor an end to the losaettle
they'll
Ftapacz,
John
as
linesmen
great
ville.
streak.
ing
all
Tyree.
Jim
star center of 1946:
Oct. 30—Georgia at Birmingham
Thumbnail roundup of the MidBig-Six left end who 'played in
-Hoy. 6--Miss. Southern at Tuslands:
Red
Merle
the Blue•Gray game:
Conteroers--Missouri, Oklahoma c.aloosa.
Dinkins, all Big-Six right end, and
Nov. 13—Georgia Tech at AtlanPossibilities--Kansas, Nebraska.
Johnny elusak. guard.
ta.
State,
Kansas
—
ranning
Also
Missouri, on the other hand, sufNov. 20 14 S. U. at Baton Rouge.
Colorado.
fered little by graduation. Perhaps Iowa State,
Nov. 77—Florida at Tuscaloosa.
Defending champion _ Kansas,
chipmunk,
team
the
trained
into
a
insight
Chipper,
accurate
an
—
CHAPEAU
K
I CHIPMUN
Dec. 4—Auburn at Birmingham.
head. The
may be found in word from the Oklahoma.
0 'lunches a grape while sitting atop Judy Nichols'
backs.
veteran
two
t
that
housethe
camp
Tiger
eight-year-old Phoenix, Ariz., girl has trained
his
each with three letters to
broken little pet to pull a toy wagon, stroll with her wearing
credit, are fighting for second team
tricks.
various
do
and
harness
special
a
berths. They've been crowded out
by the promising sophomores..
unis
the
sap
Dempsey said, when
who are John Glorioso,
among
WAR MEMORIAL TREE
able to climb between the bark
Bob Motram and Bill
Robinson,
KILLED BY VANDALS
and the trunk to reach the upper
Houston.
()LEAN, N. Y. (CUL—Vandals portions, of the tree.
Kansas, missing Ray Evans, nev2 BLOCKS WEST OF COLLEGE ON
have made death certain for a
ertheless has strong possibilities,
NOT THAT KIND OF BLIND
hard maple tree planted 30 years
HIGHWAY 94
SALT LAKE CITY UP)—A sign despite a new conference eligibilimemorial to Olean's
ago as a
four
on Carl Cammans" truck says: "A ty ruling that cost the squad
World War 1 dead.
spring practice regular, including
Police Chief John C. Dempsey Blind Man Is Driving This Truck."
the No. 1 quarterback, Tom Scott.
drivstartled
to
explains
Cammans
stripped
had
ers
said mischief-mak
"That's our big , problem," says
Utah
a wide area of the tree of its bark. ers that he works for the
V. Sikes, new Kansas coach,
Jules
Co.
Blind
Venetian
The maple will die next spring.

PARKER FOOD MARKET
Completely redecorated and remodeled. New Equipment installed. Come in to see us.

Missouri, Oklahoma Are Strongest
Title Contenders In Midlands

•

The problem arose when the
Veterans Administration, considering a 'loan, to the tenant of the
house, Earl N. Frey, decided that
a quit-cm deed would be !ICCessary la clear .up the enroath-

Capain Alfred DeAngelis, unit ance.
_
instructor of the Organized Reserve
To be eligible, applicants must
Corps Office, Owensboro, Ky.. has • meet the following - requirements:
announced that qualified civilian be between the ages of 21 and 54.
experts may now apply for direct be U. S, citizens, be physically
appointments as commissioned of- qualified ,and meet the minimum
the Officers' Reserve I professional or technical and speficers in
cial educational requirements of
Corps.
for which apAppointments are available for the branch and grade
military exqualified civilian experts in any plying. No previousone of seventy-six broadly defined perience is required.

LETTUCE
GRAPES
COFFEE

Each

FIRM CRISP HEADS

Pc

Pound

CALIFORNIA

Pound 10

15c
10c
32'
10c
25c

APPLES
MAXWELL
ORANGES
HOUSE
Pound
53c CANTALOUPES
460z CAN
ORANGE JUICE
Pint
BAKERS
31
PEANUT BUTTER
COCOANUT I
Package
4-0Z. PKG.
10c
. MARSHMALLOWS
Each
19c
10c
TISSUE
•
CLE
SOAP
MIRA
JELLO
3 BOXES
WHIP
39c
PINT
10c
25c

CALLOWAY MONUMENT WORKS

Dozen

250 SIZE

Pound

et1
fi

LUX - CAMAY

QUALITY MEATS
FRYERS

Home Dressed
Pound

72c

Vester Orr, Owner

BOLOGNA

BEEF ROAST

Chuck
Pound

39c GROUND BEEF

Pound

Lb

55c
55`

WE NEED YOUR EGGS and COUNTRY HAMS

Phone 85

•

•

11

OUR NEEDS BELOW and mail or
bring it to us.
We will do all we can to supply them

CHECK
,

n
r
r
ri

[1] Electric WATER SYSTEM

ELECTRIC RANGE

ri
11

i REFRIGERATOR

"Pyrex- Flameware

S2.49

Slimiest Flatware

$5.95

Handy Whipp'd

Fr

Eggbeater

Percolator

89c

$1.39

i WASHING MACHINE

$7.95

$12.95

W•

ATER HEATER
D• ISH WASHER

IRONER

17 HOME FREEZER

BARNETT & KERLEY

t•-•

Dry Mop

$1.29

Dish Drainer

Covered Chicken Fryer

89c

$1.79

Step on

Con

"Your THOR Dealer"

Shower Curtains

$3.49

LI-

RADIO

•

NEXT TO BANK OF MURRAY

$2.95

•

•
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- m••••••
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•
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Club News

Women's Page
JO WILLIAMS, Editor

— PHONE 374-M

Activities Locals
Weddings •

T.mtue‘q Ilekke's News

Good morning, folks! It's just
Mr. and Mrs. lee Garner were
another week for Kentucky Belle Monday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and very little news I have but I Oren Huey.
•
hoping everybody will enjoy readMrs.'Cleve James and ,Mrs. Pernie Mae Thorn celebrated their
Guess everybody was glad to birthdays Saturday, September 4.
G. D. Johnson, West Main street, ingit
•
is able to be out again after a few see the nice rain
Mrs. Harry Hawkins has returned
Mrs. E. K. Sallee of California is
Mr. aed Mrs. B. D. Faught and days
that fell over the
illness.
from a three weeks visit with her son Bill have
nos:, visiting relatives and friends .
returned to Little
weekend, h o w•
•
mother. Mrs. Walter Manning. in Rock. Arkansas after a
around Murray.
visit with
Will Moore Beale of New York ever, it was a
Bay City, Mich.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Mrs. Ida Nichols was in Murray:
bad
day
for
the
City will spend the coming week••
A. Lassiter on South 5th Street.
Wednesday and was very much '
birthday di n ner
end
in
Murray
with
his
mother,
Mrs.
••
Lt. Solon G. Hale spent last weeksurprised when she learned that
Jack Beale, and sister. Miss Lula at Kentucky
end %Seth his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
she had had a big chat with Keisw •
T. S. Chester of the county and
Belle's
new
Clayton.
Beale.
Vernon Hale. Lieutenant Hale has Eld. J. N. Darnell of Cadiz
lucky Belle_
home. After makhave
• •
been stationed at the Naval air base Just returned from an association
ing
a
long
table
By the way. I met, Uncle Will
At the executive board meeting
at Pensacola. Fla.. for almost three near Rbanoke, Va., also visiting
in Murray Saturday and
the
Patterson
on
outside
yiSars. His daughter. Diane, is relatives and sight seeing in Wash- of the Murray Woman's Club yes- lawn it had to be placed in the had a chat with him for the first
terday,
it
was
agreed
to
hold
the
spending several weeks with her ington, D. C.
house. A fine dinner and a nice time since 1937. I am always glad
first general business meeting at
grandparents.
••
crowd for it to be a rainy day. But to meet the old home folks. Just
three o'clock, Thursday, October
••
everyone seemed to enjoy the oc- keep on reading Kentucky Belle's'
Mrs. Lois Miller is visiting her 14.
casion.
letter—she hopes you get a kick
Mr. and Mrs. James Lassiter from daughter, Mrs. John Moore, in
••
Lexington will return to their home Brooksville, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Bucy, E. H. from them each week.
'
Saturday following a two weeks
Simmons of Evansville, Ind., Miss
Mrs. Lois Thurman of Murray ist
••
visit with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Vols. Bucy of Buchanan route 1, now visiting relatives and friends.•
Miss Cappie Beale left last FriV. E. Windsor.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorn and chil- at Hazel.
day for Dawson Springs where she
••
dren of Springville were the weekI've been down Hazel way re-;
visited her sister. Mrs. Mary Beale
The Arts and Crafts Club met at end guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. centiy and I understand there had
Mr. Clete Farmer is resting well Morris. She
and Mrs. Morris are 2:30
Wednesday afternoon
of North Thirteenth been a tent revival meeting near,
at the Murray Hospital where he now in
with
Louisville visiting friends
Mrs. L. E. Owen on 12th St.
street.
was admitted the latter part of and relatives.
Providence Baptist church. Sev-:'t
MrsR. T. Wells. chairman, presilast week for surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Bucy..Elois eral were added to the church. '
ded over the business session, and Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorn and
••
While in Hazel I met Mr. Lon'
Bobby Wade, son of Mr. and Mrs.
names were tabled for two new children, E. H. Simmons, and Ken- Shcader. Glad to meet with the
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Lassiter and R. L. Wade, West
Main street. left members Beautiful
handwork was tucky Belle spent Sunday even- many readers and ant appreciative
Mrs. Miller Robertson and son. today for
Memphis. where he will on display.
Bobby. retuned to Murray Wed- enter Southwestern
ing with Ole Maid and also called of the fact that many enjoy our
College to maSewing and Conversation were on Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell of letters in the Ledger Si Times. No
nesday evening following a three jor in music.
He is a grduate of the enjoyed
Macedonia.. Enroute we came by more pictures for the useer are
weeks visit with Mrs. H. E. Dalton Training School
of Murray State
Delicious
refreshments
were Toddville to see Uncle Bud Todd else the camera might break.
in San Antonio, Texas.
College
served to 18 members present.
whis is very feeble at this writing.
Mrs. Moody Clayton and son of
Kentucky Belle and children Puryear were in Hazel WeditesdaY,
Folks. I always thought this was
spent Monday with Mr, and Mrs.
Oren Bucy, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry a free country! Is this a fact or
eient, battered station wagon already well filled with six men and
Simmons. Mr. and -Mrs. Jim Sim- not? I may be dreaming, but any
women in the same sort of garb
mons of Buchanan route 1, and way God forbid!
Honey wore.
New Providence!.
Mrs. Nollie Smith and sister,'
"Sorry to keep you wafting,folks.
Kentucky Belle, Were in Mayfield
—
—
Can you make room for two more?
Tuesday.
My sister. Celia. and Rusty RanHurry up Curly Top and Ole
dolph who's recuperating after a
nip at the Japs at Bougainville—or
Maid and come on with some more
was it Guadalcanal. Rusty?"
news items from your come:maiHoney slid her young body beDistributed by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
ties.
neath the wheel and Jabbed a foot
I
Mrs. Luther Compton was the
Young Delia Bartlett has had
There was a mist in her eyes hard on the starter and the staThe Business and Professional
guest of Kentucky Belle Tuesday
the props knocked out from that were as Plue as Celia's. and tion wagon coughed and groaned
Group of the First Christian
afternoon.
ander her because the man with ner smile was warm and eager and and finally decidesi to start. Honey
Church met at 7:30 last evening
whom she was en love married appealing But Celia's daintiness drove carelessly. with an accusOle Maid, I look through the
with.
Mrs.
George
Hart,
North
another girl. So Delia decides to revolted at sight of Use grease- tomed ease that was somewhat
paper most every day but fail to
Fourth Street Mrs Margaret Camplease New York and go home to stamea overalls the smudged reassuring, but not very.
find your column. Get up from
a family she hardly knows. Her burned tacket. the grimy nands
Celia leaned her head a little tobell, chairman presided.
that lazy feeling and come on witle„,,
parents had been too buy troup"Honey — you don't mean you ward the broken window that
The devotional was given by
your news as we miss ii very..
ing in vaudeville to keep tier %still work at this shipyard)" she pro- would neither open wider nor close
Mrs. Gatlin Clopton and a musithem and so Aunt Judith had tested. not realizing how sharp her entirely, and tried to see the fresh
much.
cal proeram was presented with
taken over her upbrinsing. Sn voice soundea.
countryside throught the mist of
Just the same old Kentucky BeU4
Miss
Voline
Poole
the Southbound teeth, she met
leading
the
religweary
ry
eye
ahd
s
.homesick
tears
in
her
Honey straightened. seeming to
young, red-haired Rusty Ran- feel the weight of the two
ious
songs
accompanied
by
Mrs.
large
dolph, also headed for the BartThe,
Use our •Classified Ails
0.B. Boone.
itcazes unimportant. Her eyes
lett home in Lathamtown after
HE felt alone, completely alien,
wide with surprise.
Mrs. Boone was also speaker itet the business.
a hitch in the Army. Celia is
without so much as a thought
t of course Celia! Every
for the evning, her topic being
hurt and ashamed at his referin common with these people.
ring to her family as "Tbese able- .iect man woman and child Honey was a rather terrifying -"Our Frontiers: Puerto Rico. AlasIn
.unties
three
works here—and
t'razy Bartletts."
ka and the Canal Zone."
stranger. Looking at her covertly.
the yard
thousands more.
Approxirtiately twenty members
Celia shivered a little. How could
CHAPTER TWO
were present to enjoy the social
ONEY too d at her for a mo- any girl willingly go about clad In
bustling little town that
iii.ur that followed with the hosment. level-eyed. The color those awful blue-jeans, that dis* welcomed them had been, crept into Celia's face and she graceful leather Jacket?
tess. Mrs. Hart, serving delightful
VARSITY THEATRE
On
the
back
seat
Cella
could
turned
her
own eyes away.
for almost a hundred yenta.
refreshments,
hear Rusty laughing and joking
-Easter Parade." G Hr. 41 Mins .
that
ashamed
hurt
she
had
her
Merely a small fishing village
with
the
companions
with whom
Feature Starts: 1:13-3:13-5;13-7:13sister's feelings, yet resentful that
with a boat yard; the last five such an occasion s h on)d have he seemed to get on beautifully.
913.
years had seen it blossom Into arisen. She saw Rusty Randolph and her mouth curled a little. "The
a huge Ship-building plant, and was grateful for a chance to Crazy Bartletta. people call 'em.'
CAPITOL THEATRE
she could hear him saying again.
and the town was suffering ease back to a more Impersonal and felt that she hated him with
An executive board meeting of "Phantom Valley" 453 Min .0
situation.
growing pains.
the Murray Womans Club will be Feature Starts: 1:00.2:13-331-4:49.
"Oh. were you expecting a house all her heart.
As the station wagon raced into
Rusty moved off down the sta- guest?" she said swiftly. "That
6:07-7:25-8:39-10:01.
held at three o'clock.
tion platform as though tie knew man over there in the gray suit the placid old town of Latham—
exactly where tie was going But says tie is Rusty Randolph and town, she roused herself to note
The Wesleyan Service Guild of
remembered
landmarks:
the
First
Celia stood beside her suitcases that he's going to visit the Bartthe First Methodist church will
Baptist Church that faced, across
and looked about her per:elect and letts—the crazy Bartletts!"
meet at 7:30 o'clock with Mrs. RobUred and feeling as though the
Honey laughed. "Well, that's us the square. the Second Methodist
ert Moyer. North Tenth street. Mrs.
might burst into tears any minute. —and he's 'our guest, then." she Church. there was the bank, a
Dick Sykes will be program leader.
A tall graceful looking girl in said, quite undisturbed at the one-storied, glass-fronted brick
btelding whose one front window
oil-stained overalls, a worn leather phrase.
Wednesday. September 15
jacket marked with acid burns.
She put it hand to tier mouth. looked as though it hadn't been
The United Daughters of the Conwashed in years: there was the
Mercantile, the center of the little
federacy will meet with Mrs. Tom
11
1•L•E••••••
IRVIVi
town's activities, where one could
Banks at 2:30.
buy everything from a plow a
tractor, or a springless wagon. to
a pound of butter or a loaf of
bread: there was the movie theater—open 'Fridays and SaturdaYs
only—and the drug store. which
was closed every afternoon during
fishing season, and any other time
when Dr. Burns wanted to close it
and go visiting.
ONE DAY ONLY
In the center of town Honey
passenher
stopped the car and
gers all climbed out, waving. calling to her, remembering tardily to
say. "Glad t've met you. Miss Celia." and went their way.
Honey called over her shoulder
to Rusty and Cella. "Vail want to
come up here? It's a couple of
miles farther."
"I'm comfortable—" began Celia out Rusty was climbing into
the front seat saying something to
make Honey laugh. She had a,
warm, gay laugh that wait good to
"I'm Honey," said the girl. "Sorry, for a moment I almost
hear. and Rusty looked down at
her as though he found her exforgot I laoked like the ashman's farorfte daughter."
tremely attractive in spire of the
and a bandanna tied over tier cupping it as she called cheerfully, overalls and the smudge and grime.
head, brushed past Celia. saying "Hi. Rusty Randolph!"
carelessly over her shoulder. "I'm
HE station wagon practically
C-elia shivered at what seemed to
...ADD
, so sorry—"
her the vulgarity of It But Rusty
fell down a hill away from the
The girl went on a few feet turned eagerly and came toward highway'along a narrow, unpaved
paused uncertainly came back to them not seeming to find the pie- road. Then they crossed a little
Celia and, smiling eagerly. said. tism of Honey so imy and over- wooden bridge and climbed the low
"Are you—mutt; you possibly be—
at all repellent.
hill on the other side and went on
Celia Bartlett?"
"I'm Honey-Bartlett:Rusty — I through rotting wooden gateposts
"Yes," said Celia and stared at tterskeyou've met my sister Cella." along a grass- and weed-grown
-the girl.
said Honey cheerfully She offered drive to come to a halt beside a
There was a smudge of greate on her hand and would have drawn it gaunt Idoking two-storied house
tie
e°g*
in el
one cheek, and the girl's bare back had not Rusty caught it be- built in the ugly style of the late
0110501
55550A
5011115
'
hands looked rough ahd far from fore she could. "I suppose I left my 1880's Once in Its past the house
clean.
mark- on you I'm a riveter id the had been painted yellow. Its win"I'm Honey." said Ii glee She shipyard and T seem always to dows and porch and gingerbread
started to embrace
eagerly. have grimy pawS!" she apologized ornamentation painted white: but.
but remembered nerse
in time lightly.
that had obvfously been a long
end looked ruefully at her entity
"It's, an honor. ma'am." said time ago for the paint was peeling
clothes. "Sorry—for a moment I Rusty bowing grandiiffquently. off In all directions. But at the
almost forgot I looked like the ails. Then he tried to relieve Honey of corner of the porch' there was a
man's daughter. I'm sorry as the the two suitcases but she fought superb spray of Golden Dav.m
dickens Cella to have to meet you him off and said sternly "None of climbing roses that was a cloud
like this but my shift at the yard that. buddy! We know you're sup- of bloseom now. fragrant and yelended lust at the time your train posed to take things easy a bit low The whole thing looked like
wa.s due and there wasn't time to until you're welt. You can carry an Idealistic painting of "Home
get cleaned up The car is over the other two if you like—and we'd Sweet Home " on a calendar Cella
heti- Is this your luggage?"
better get a move on or my 'rides' ndmittine this tvryly in her dismay
She bent to pick up the two will drive of! with the ear and we'll at the disordered place decided
largest suitcases and ner face have to walk t wenty-Swo miles!"
that on ft calendar it would have
orighteneci rei she said eagerly.
-A loathsome prospect!" said done very well but as her ances-Ott, cells I'm so glad you bfought Rusty piously. He picked up the tral harm she
didn't like It at all!
a lot of luggage. '1 do hope you're two remiuniqg sulters.ses and folgoing to stay • tong time; I've al- lowed Honey acros.s the crowcted
(To be continued;
ways wanted to know You oetter platform with Celia trailing bewith
(The characters In this serial are
Lsn't• it crazy? Weie sisters, and hind diem
The Andrews Sisters
fictitious,
we're straneers!"
Honer stooped beside an .anA Me,. Goldrrya•Mayr Piave
trourrirlit Arcadia I lemr.r. Inc 9451
•
The Ritz Brothers

Personal Paragraphs
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Arta and Crafts
Club Meets With
Mrs. L. E. Owen

Cvaiy BARTLE

*
C3St

Frigidaire Automatic Washer
With "Live-Water" Action

S329."

All you do is put In clothes and soap,
push the button ... and forget it' In
half an hour -thee-Water- action
has done a washerful cleaner, whiter
than ever before ... and the "Rap'dry- spin leaves clothes so dry,
some con be ironed immediately. It's
all porcelain inside and out . . .
loads from the top...needs no bolting down .
con be stopped and
started anytime. Any phase of the
washing cycle may is• shortened,
lengthened, repeated Of skipped.
Come In. See it densoossrateci.

by

Christian Church.
Group Meets With
Mrs. George Hart

Peggy Dern
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Social Calendur

New Frigidaire Electric
Clothes Dryer
It's fey automate. Toss in clothes

liVitlas mit

from the Frigidaire Washer and In
15 to 25 minutes your clothes come
Out sweet-smelling, fresh, fluffysoft .
ready for ironing. Leave
them in a !pie longer and they're
bone-dry fig storing. Saves lifting,
reaching, carrying clothes. No
storms, diet, soot or broken clothes
lines to worry about. Any 20 minutes of the week is -drying time:.
Come in. See if demonstrated.

Ending TODAY

RIM

EASR
TE

villNk111.19- ROME

CAPITOL

SATURDAY •

FRIDAY
and Saturday

$229.75

New Frigidaire
Electric Ironer .
Now, sit down to iron and

do it
better, easier, and In half the time
of hand ironing. Open-end roll,
full 30 inches and sag-proof, takes
large-size table cloths easily. Select your own heat or speed Has
stop for pressing ... Prestoe-Motic
foot control leaves both hands free.
See it demonstrated.
saran

TO THE
GREAT.
ANIMAL
STORIES
YOU'VE
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Johnson Appliance Co.
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SALE—Quaker oil heater.
1 1-2 seasons—John T. Las, 3 1-2 miles from Murray on
cord Highway.
S14p

way rehere had
.ing near,
h. Sevhurch.
Mr, Lon.
with the
,)reciative
njoy our
,mes. No
iaser are
,ak.
d son of
edtittadaY•
this was
fact or
but anY

SALE—Two registered Poll
eford males. Dominoe bred, 7
nths old—C. R. Butterworth, 1
S14p
le west of Lynn Grove.
R SALE—One used Kelvin ator
frigerator, 6 Cu. ft.— West Ky.
SlOp
ectric Co. Phone 1087.
R SALE: Oil circulating heater.
bat .new. Large size. Call
4-J.
S1 lc

I
was the
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—
nigh the
tfail to
up from
on witliA
very.,
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THE HOME HOUR
From My Home to
Your Home
Beginning
September I 2
8:30 to 9:00 A.M.
WNBS

'ky Belk4
The,

in.

•

5:134:13-

1340 on your dial
('
,
11(lutted by

FOR RENT-2-room furnished apartment; also one furnished bedroom. Couple preferred-1006 W
Main, or phone 761-W. --lc

,r11

Services Offered

COMMUNITY DECORATING CO.,
painting inside and outside Complete decorating service. Contract
or hour. Call 688-R-4. Frte estiLI
mates
ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and

L G. NOVELL
Service. Supplies. Phone 9934.
10 S. 12th St., Murray, Ky. Hazel Highway, one block south

York City and it looked as though i meet with Raleigh Meyer, business
the work stoppage would spread agent for the American Federation
further in New Jersey. Incoming , of grain processors, and officials
freighters were being diverted to of the grain firms
Carlgren and Meyer left for the
Boston, Philadelphia,
Baltimore
and New Orleans because of the head-of-the - lakes after meeting
for seven hours with Gov. Luther
strike.
The latest strike threat came Youngdahl and Minneapolis milfrom Duluth—superior where more I lers in an effort to settle a similar
than 500 AFL grain workers were strike begun yesterday' by 1,800
demonding a wage hike from 10 grain handlers at the twin cities.
State labor conciliator Harp,
elevator firms.
Duluth-Superior is the "funnel" Hanson believed some progress was
through which a large portion of made in the meeting with Youngthe grain harvest pours to eastern I dahl. The governor declined commilling centers such as buffalo. ment but scheduled another sesShipment of this year's big crop sion for Friday.

The grain handlers demand a
ft at its height.
Procossors said grain would be 20-cent hourly wage boost. A state
"backed right up to the wheat- fact-finding board recommended
fields" if the handlers struck. Fed- 112 1-2 cents, which most companies
eral conciliator Carl Carlgren was accepted.
en route to Duluth superior to
Secretary
of Interior
Julius
Krug asked five westerns governors yesterday to appoint oil
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZELE
-czars" to help industry committees ration oil products during the
WOME
34—Nymph
WENN
36—Roman number
-WOUNEW OgOOMO .petroleum strike.

ACROSS

1—Rainbow

37—Frozen rain

4—Verses
9—Definite article
12—Bali
13—Heavenly being
14—Oriet
15—Cleaned
11—River of ice
II—Affected manners
21—Soli
12—Brightly-colore4
birds
25—Pert, to birth
25— Pa rt of 'IC tor
29-11eans
11—Bars
13—Communist
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continually
41—Diphthong
42—Norse poems
44—Egg-shaped
figure
44—Poisonous lizard
4$—Certain
49—Convention
53—To discourage
55—It mores rowboat
56-1r ualcal study
MI—Literary collectiOn
59—Motor vehicle
60—Having sunbeams
61—To Permit

DOWN

NEW TARZAN-Because he
wears no make-up in "Tarzan's Magic Fountiin," Lex
Barker, newest -Tarzan of
the movies, relies on the sun
to keep him tan and looking
fit. The film, which is the
25th in the Tarzan series, is
produced by Sol Lesser for
- RICO.
—Coationiters Bey Cesetset
NEW YORK iJ.P.LSur club-'
of commuters usins the Central
Railroad of New Jersey to come 'to
their jobs here have been formed
and are buying their own air-conditioned travel. The clubs are leasing air-conditioned coaches from
the railiard and are paying for the
cooling Nuipment over a period 011
15 years
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WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS
Ledger & Times
IMIONINI190

Y

A PIE SUPPER SPONSORED BY THE
MOTHERS CLUB
will be held
Saturday, September 11 at 7:30 at
OUTLAND SCHOOL HOUSE
EVERYONE IS INVITED

NOTIC

4
!Mr

City Of Murray
Power Users

AYNE
GY
moull
lear.
.19!

There will be a power interruption on
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
from 5:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M.
of the area that was originally scheduled
to be interrupted on Monday, September
6th.

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
E. S. FERGUSON, Superintendent

H. M. Neo port. Committee for Pokahontas Boyee i Mrs. Joe Boyce).
an incompetent, and M. H. Seaport individually
Plaintiff
Vs:
Mildred Boyce. .1 minor
Defendant
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtia, if a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the August term
thereof. 1948, in the above cause for
the purpose of payment of debt and
Costs herein expended. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the court
house door in Murray. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder at public auction. on Monday, the 27th day of
September. 1948. at 1 o'clock or
thereabout
same being county
court day I. upon a credit of six
months, the following described
Property. being and lying in Calloway, County. Kentucky. limit:
Beginning 224 3-4-feet west of the
intersection of Downs Street and
Molar Street: thence north parallel
with Downs Street 185 1-2 feet to
W. N. Beak's lot: thence west with
said Ileale's lot 63 feet to a stake:
thence south 185 1-2 feet to Poplar
Street: thence cast with Poplar
Street 63 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same land-conveyed to
Joe Boyce on December 30. 1930, by
Richard S. Hart. said deed is now
recorded in Deed Book 56. • page
204: in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court at Murray,
Kentucky.
For the purchase pride the purchaser must execule"band with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until
paid and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be
pi-roared to comply promptly with
these terms—George S Hart. Master Commissioner:

•—atueo
9—Taunted
10—Oarden tool
11—Ever poet.)
16—Bobbin
18—To stud
20—Leather thong
23—To analyse
grammatically
23—To fres from
faults
24—To grin
26—Operatic solos
27—Small dike
30—Glides
33—Baseball team
35 —Misled
34—To stay for
44—Dreadful
43—WIller
45--Part of flow
47—Pllaster
No—Criminal gong
50—Water (Pr
51—Man .slango
53—Chemical suns
54—Rodent
57—Prans down

demand

by employers
leaders to ,sign Taft-

I THINK
I'LL GO
HOME AND
DO MY
AUTUMN
CLEANING

YE
AUTUMN
IS HERE

WELL.
SLUGGO-SUMMER
IS OVER

777)
,

get the business.

STOR 4HEAT
vita quick act ng. cooling soothing l iguid
I-VA-GO Also tor POISON OAK. chicger
or mampulto Mies,. Itching Skin, Sweatt,
Feel. or Pimples. Beware of Injurious
gnome or powders that clog die pores
et Drug Storm or by mail Iron* STUTTS
LABORATORIES. FLORENCE, ALA

Dale 41k. Stubblefield

BROOKS BUS LINE
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
Fastest Time-Thru Buses — Shortest Route
All Seats Reserved — Radio for Your Pleasure — Pillow Service
Daily Schedule — Lv. NIurray 11:00 a.m., Ar. Detroit 5:45 a.m.
Fare $1111.05. without tax — Make Seat Reservations Early
For Information Cajl
Murray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
Phone 456
Phone 604

YOU WILL FIND

—

QUALITY FOODS

J4

CHOICE MEATS

Flying ants may be termites —
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
to'day!

REFRIGERATED PRODUCE
COURTEOUS SERVICE
PLENTY PARKING SPACE

Phase 262
MURRAY LUMBER CO.

AT

Audmodesd Regpmearel•• SI
Vas, Unmans caw

HAYS FOOD MARKET
(Formerly Hays & Fielder)
SIXTEENTH and MAIN

By Ernie Bushmiller

SPRING
CLEANING
???

I THINK
I'LL DO MY
SPRING
CLEANING

0

Returned Bitact

YESSIREE,CHARLIE- TELEVISION'S
TH'COMIN. THING!!! BRIGHT
YOUNG FELLAS LIKE ME WHO
GET IN ON TH' GROUND
FLOOR

PREVENT
FOREST FIRES!

Use. our Classfrieo Ads —

yi(rv

AIMEE an' SLATS

Tear..soursv.Only you can

Hartley non-communist affidavits.
Their action bore out predictions
that 'strikers up and down the coast
would turn .down the demand.
They also threw aside the employers "final offer."
LOngshore
President
Harry
Bridges met with army transportation officers yesterday to discuss the loading of military supplies on ships bound for the orient.
Maj. Gen. James A. Lester said
the meeting was "exploratury.•'

Many souehern California gas
stations hung out "sorry, no gas"
signs. Los Angeles was hit hardest.
It is in a rich oil-producing area
and dealers never bother to build
up storage facilities.
Four of the six struck companies
Shell, Union, Standard and Texasmet with the CIO oil workers
union to try to reach a settlement today. Richfield and Associated oil .companies will meet with
the unidn later.
Los Angeles longshoremen participating in the maritime Strike

1.1C1M54'sT

union

High and Dry

of Sycamore Street.

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

1—P001 s
2—Untried
3—Unobscured
4-01d Dutch settler
5—Forward I
S--Beed
7—Pinochle Sane

rejected a
for

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

For Rent.

and Ole
,me more
ommuni-

M•

FOR SALE—Male Cocker Spaniel.
black, good pedigree. Papers available for registration. Priced reasonable. See at 905 Olive or call
S13p
446-M.

R SALE: Inside door, perfect
maFOR SALE—Singer sewing
dition.
See at Airlene Gas
Good as new. Telephone
Sll chine.
S13p
782-W or 587.
R SALE: On North 5th street
tra nice 4-room house. Modern
hout
This house can be
d at a bargain. Murray Land
., W. C Hays, office over City FOR RENT—Basement rooms to
Light, Office. Office phone 1082: middle age couple without chilSi lc dren. Part of rent can be paid by
home- phone 5474.
helping do housework. Applicant
•R SALE—One new floor lamp,
must give references. Telephone
00-lb. coal heater in good condiSlOp
1160-J.
on. Call 794-M — Mrs. Lucille
realm
SlOp FOR RENT: Apartment, 505 Elm
Slip
Call 523 after 5 o elo:k.
SOR SAI.E: 5-burner table top
kerosene stove. Good condition
Call 863-J or see Cary Boggess at
Slip
High School.

1 sister,'
Mayfield

N
H
Of Wheat Crop

Notices

'T FORGET our Auto Auction
e every Saturday beginning at
rain or shine. $2.00 if they
't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
body can sell ... anybody can
.—Main Street Car Exchange
Auction Co., Hopkinsville,
tf

icle Will
rday and
the first
vays ghej
Ucs. Just
:y Belle's'
t a kick

BOAT FOR SALE--Chris-Craft
ew Strike May
Cruiser 1912 Dinette Model, 26equipped, excellent
foot, fully
alt Movement
condition, $3,500. Boat located in
IMPORTANT TO KELVINATOR
slip No. 6 at Pastime Boat Club,
Louisville, Kentucky. For addi- OWNERS—If you live in Calloway
tional information or inspection County—If you have purchased
By United Press
see or write Mr. Copenhefer at any Kelvinator appliance, range,.
With 110,000 workers on strike
the above address.
S22c refrigerator, water heater — from
any source other than your author- across the nation, a new labor
ized dealer, Riley Furniture Co., dispute today threatened to halt
FOR SALE: 3 steel venetian blinds
your guarantee is not in effect. II movement of the nation's bumper
same as new. Size 24x52 lin. You
can buy these at a bargain. See you wish to have these appliances wheat crop over the great lakes
Mrs. George Lyles. 107 South guaranteed, at no cost to you, con- to the east coast.
tact Riley Furniture and Appliance
Fifteenth street.
And the transportatiofi blockade
Co., at once—Phone 587.
caused by the west coast maritime strike spread to rail traffic
FOR SALE: New saw mill comacross the continent. The assoplete with saw and belts and MM
ciation of American railroads impower unit. 12 miles south Mayfield. E. I. Parsley, Lyonville,
posed an embargo on freight to
S15p
Atlantic and Gulf ports for water
Ky.
shipment to the west coast.
FOR SALE: White kerosene stove,
The eight - day-old trucking
cabinet style, built-in oven: White
strike threatened to hamstring New
kitchen cabinet. Call 143-J. Slip

By Raebtartt Van Buret,

-WILL BE THE 1114e6140T6 OF
TOMORROW/L' I'VE GOT THE
"ZINGON AGENCY FOR THIS
TERRITORY AND I'VE PUT EVERY
DIME I COULD SCRAPE UP
-QNTO THIS

I'M GOIN'T'CALL ON EVERY FARMER
WITHIN RANGE -AND SELL 'EM A
SET. EVEN IF I
CAN'T DELIV-

im GOiN' T'MAKE FRIENDS
WITH 'EM SO THEY WON'T

FORGET ME IN TH'
FUTURE.

'EM

kt..
/

Z INC30
TELEVISION, SETS
S. SCRAPPLE
*OEN?
DiSTRIBuTOR

a

-

A148-

14:4—%
-111

-

r 1/
•I. Uftted •••••mb Sy•M••••. Ind/

IlUO3

1.11.46BIERR

.

41 d

THERE'S ONE FARMER YOU'RE GOING TO MEET, LATS,YOU'LL NEVER
FORGET-ONE WHO 15 TERRIBLY
INTERESTED IN YOUR FUTURE,

By Al Capp

Every Man a King!!

THAR GO LI'L UNWASHABLE
JONES, wir HIS PET SHMOOS.
SHMOOS MAKES LOVIN'
COM PAN IONS.ri
s

/

r

OOPS..7-EF YO'LOOKS AT
A SHMOO,AS EF YO'IS
HONGRY, Ti-'ACCOMMODATIN

LI'L CRITTER DRAPS DAIDOUTA SHEER JOY Jr

PORIE. UNIWASI-MBLE.F7-AS
HE ENARBECUS HIS LI'L
PET, HE CRIES, ON ACCOUNT
HE MISSES IT SOFT'

2•17
,

BUT- HYAR COME TH'SAPPY
ENDIPell-SHMOOS MULTIPLY
$O RAPIDLY, THET, BEFO'
KIN 0-10MP LIP OWL-MAR'S
A DOZE.! MOM,silLST AS
CUTE,AN'JEST AS
LOVABLEAF

"STANDARD"

Farm Tested Feeds
I lighest Quality
at
Lowest Cost
ROSS FEED CO.
Murray, X.
North 3rd St.-

d

Tel. 101
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THE LEDGER & TTM

FRAZEE, MELUG1N & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
• PHONE :131
(;ATI IN 11111.1)1Ni;
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your
INSURANCE"

THE MAYTAG WASHINGETTE

DRIVE IN TODAY for Quick nd Efficient Service on Your CAIGENUINE. OLDSMOBILE PARTS
Equipped oith SUN TUNE-UP MACHINE and SUN Distributor
Machine
MAJOR OVERHAULS
:
MOTOR TVNE-UP
Wash Jobs — Lubrication iGull And Texaco Oil'

A. G
Seventh and Main

Blue Ribbon Bread, Salt Rising Bread, Delicious Cakes
in plain or decorated, Butter Rolls as only
Long's can make thcm)
and the home of Chocolate Brownies
TELEPHONE 79

'
GREENFIELD ELECTRIC SERVICE

PLUMBING —:— ELECTRIC
Sales and Service_
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Calloway County Soil Improvement Assn.

We Specialize in

See URBAN G. STARKS For

SHADY GROVE MARKET

FRONT ALIGNMENT and TIRE BALANCING

Slab Type Front Doors. Outside Glass Doors. Flush Type Inside Doors.
2-Panel Doors. I-Panel Doors, Best Grade Steel Sash.
High Grade Paints and all types Enamels and Varnish.
Builders Harduare and Building Felts, and Glass.
BUY WHERE YOUR DOLLAR BUYS THE MOST

Half Mile East of City Limits
Complete Line of Groceries, Lunch Meats
and Picnic Needs
Feed : Gas : Oils
0. S. WALL, Owner-Operator
Phone 2000

Grayson McClure

H. W. "Stub" Wilson
FOURTH and WALNUT

EXPERIENCE COUNTS .

CABLE MOTOR COMPANY

Corner 12th and Poplar

THE SHOE WITH THE

Telephone 82

BEAUTIFUL FIT

FIRESTONE and U. S. ROYAL TIRES

ADAMS SHOE STORE

Attend Church

105 North Fourth Street
Murray, Ky.
PHONE 1177

•

repre

WOM8

Church the

the fi
and t
The
spons
per h
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and
such
Dr.
the c
servie
practi
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Dr.
pedic
tal ir

world over,
men and

DILL ELECTRIC COMPANY

HOME COOKED FOOD

Sunday. The

women pray

Anything Electric

Everylifidy's Friend
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Conyers

doors of the

together for

CALL 879

Church are

the eternal

Across From the Post Office

MAPLE STREET AUTO REPAIR SHOP

•

open to

continuance

welcome you

of a world

within ... and

at Peace,

embrace you

and

CALLOWAY COUNTY OIL COMPANY

on each

brotherhood

OPEN ALL NIGHT

glorious day

of all men

of sacred

united by

worship.

God

--- See

PEANUT — JOHN — ARTHUR — and REX
Telephone 128
•

Sixth and Main Streets
I'lli)NE 111

506 West Main St.

Phone 1180

THE HOME OF COURTEOUS SERVICE
I Tit h and MAIN STREETS
Phone 9124
FIRESTONE TIRES and TUBES

WE REPAIR GENERATORS and STARTERS

JOHNSON'S GROCERY

AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT PARTS
Your N.A.P.A. Jobber
PHONE 16
WEST MAPLE STREET

FRUITS, VEGETABLES, MEATS
— CALL 293 —

YOUR FRIENDLY STOP

MURRAY GAS & APPLIANCE CO.

HOME FURNISHING STORE

503 WALNUT STREET

Everything in Furniture and Electrical Appliances

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

rray, kf.nfia ky

219 Broadway

FITTS

CONCRETE BLOCKS

PROPANE GAS for COOKING and HEATING

Your Building Needs Are Hard On Your Hands

It's Man and Dependable
PHON E4,1073

But Easy On Your Purse
100 to 112 North Railri,ad Avrnut.
PHONE 1068

MURRAY CONSUMERS
COAL and ICE CO.

MURRAY MARBLE.& GRANITE WKS.

WINDOW SHADES

:

VENETIAN BLINDS

Made to Measure
ESTIMATES FREE
501 Walnut Street
Phone 61-W
Phone 59

Tuning and Repairing

JACKSON MUSIC COMPANY

BOATWRIGHT & COMPANY

WURLITZER PIANOS AND

Wholesale Grocers

PIANO ACCORDIONS

PHONE 123

418 Kentucky Avenue

Paducah, Ky.

FOR A
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
ANT)
AUTOMOTIVE MACHINING SERVICE
CALL US

Phone 402

Paducah, Ky.

•

"Twenty Fresh Slices in Every Loaf"

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
Incorporated
BUILDING MATERIAL
Depot Street
Murray, Kentucky
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SHROAT BROTHERS MEAT MARKET
Best Meats
Good Service

Ph(

•

Fri
and
V
Wa
Ya,

TELEPHONE 213

3rd and Monroe Sts.
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KIRCHHOFF'S SANDWICH BREAD

Telephone 121

MITCHELL MACHINE SHOP

Murra, Ry.

Phone 4466

—TAKE HOME

EAST MAPLE STREET NEAR DEPOT

BEST GRADES COAL
TELEPHONE 64

Paducah, Ky.

FITTS

SIXTH and MAIN

MURRAY TENT & AWNING

•5

PADUCAH DRY GOODS

McKEEL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

1212 MAIN STREET

For Wash, Grease, Polish or Gas
SUPER SERVICE
:
ROAD SERVICE ANY TIME -Pick Up and Delivery
Phone 820

6 and 12 Volt Armature Field Coil
Brushes in Stock
Call 1038-J
Concord Road or Route 7

. IT COSTS LESS TO FARM WITH CASE

CHANDLER SHELL SERVICE STATION

Vand
"Bari
by D
Dr.
be pi
cases
can I
ercist
tratet
and I
Mc

WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION

SAFE, DEPENDABLE:. COURTEOUS

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

•

INTERSTATE LOAN CORP.

McCUISTON AUTO ELECTRIC

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

tessoi

TO MEET ANY MONEY EMERGENCY
Borrow Up to $300.00 On Your
Household Goods, Livestock, Co-Maker,
Signature
:-•.\ ME DAY SERV14
20 NIONT1IS To REPAY

— RIDE WITH US —

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES, Inc.

The
will t
doctoi
Dr. 1.1
be as
spun!
Beall;
the f
count

•

•

and friends

Come to the BUS STATION CAFE for

Dr.
joint
Medic
lucky
First
mans
trod u,
local

Tappan Ranges
Servel Refrigerators
Bryant — Empire Heating Equipment

.In every

your family

Says—

The
visor)
count;
last n
sician
state
ville.

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY - Inc

Services with
TOMMIE CONYERS

Sta
Col
Ou

NATURALIZER

200 NORTH FOURTH STREET

Attend A Church Of Your Choice Sunday

Ci

Phone 207

East Main

HENDON'S SERVICE STATION

1-

Myers and F & W
Water Systems

Universal
Appliances

Uni

1800 FARM

FAMILIES

Gives the BEST in Radiator Work
NEW RADIATORS and CORES
Wholesale and Retail
312 Walnut Streut
Phone 870
Murray, Ky.

SAM CALHOUN

SERVING

For Service On

PAINT, TILE, LINOLEUM, or VENETIAN BLINDS

101 N. 3rd Street

Home Phone 617

Office Phone 483

RADIOS, REFRIGERATORS, AND ALL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES
9134 Day —7— PHONES — 759-J Night
101 EAST MAIN

WILLIAMS RADIATOR SERVICE

Telephone 1054

502 Maple Street

SANDERS. Manager
Murray. Kentucky'

If It's

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

DEPENDABLE and RELIABLE

FAMILY AT LOWEST PRICES"

Phone 1142

CALL

TUCKER REALTY COMPANY

"EVERYTHING TO WEAR FOR ALL THE

We Buy, Trade and Sell

Buy It Baked From LONG'S BAKERY
1

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1948

NATIONAL STORES CORP.

.J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

McCLURE & WILSON

The only chAnge in the MAUDE COHOON WASHINGETTE: is a
change of time — Open every day in the oeek from 6 until 6 except
Saturday until noon. aiid open only two nights A oeek , TuesdAy and
Thursday nights,. Prices are still the same .60 rents you wash, 9U
cents oe 55 ash
We Appreciate all of our customers And oelcome Any
and eyersonc oho st.,uld like to stash on A NiANtAg Washing MachineTELEPHONE 246

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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